Abstract Current persistent surveillance approaches Persistent surveillance [1, 2] is an operational approach that require robust designs to maintain a fixed operational affords continuous updating of an AOR. To design a method, picture. In this paper, we design, develop, and requires communications and algorithmic efficiency as well demonstrate a feasible aimpoint solution. In the design, as effective use of hardware constraints to maintain a fixed we derive the mathematical transformation requirements aimpoint. The Aimpoint method has been researched for to show a system-level design. Using the transformations, many years but as new hardware is available, or scenarios we develop an operational methodology for real-time and change; there are continual interests in exploiting technology robust aimpoint solution that includes a ground antenna, for robust solutions. and an aircraft with a gimbal mounted camera and data link. Finally, we demonstrate a workable prototype with This paper develops an aimpoint solution for staringreal-world results. The AIMS methodology supports mode surveillance and air to ground data links. Section 2 communication timing constraints, a closed-loop feedback overviews transformations from earth-to-body-to-camera-tofor error correction, and a succinct, efficient, and effective line of sight for aimpoint determination. Section 3 describes a method for maintaining persistent surveillance. (Abstract) real world experiment and results. Finally Section 4 draws conclusions.
I. INTRODUCTION Current sensor exploitation designs include persistent II. AIMPOINT DERIVATION surveillance of a designated area of regard (AOR). To Aimpoint detection for staring mode operation requires maintain a staring-mode fixed location requires accurate direction coordination between a Global Positioning System locations of the aircraft, camera angles, and directional ground (GPS) and Inertial Navigational System (INS) localized antennas. The errors that propagate from the uncertainties result in an open-loop design could severely alter the platform, ce ges anirectiondadgroud aint enn operational picture locations. To correct for these results, we the positio ofethe irat and aodesignatedbpointo designed a closed loop feedback system to maintain a the ground, the objective is to provide correction feedback to cosstn aproc to obsrvtins the aircraft's gimbal so a point on the ground iS constantly pointed to as the aircraft's position is changed by flight conditions.
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0 . ) Xz The LLA_Diff function result is a vector in ENU form and 7 / < represents how many feet east the platform is from the target, This transformation is very important in strap down (mounted directly onto the host vehicle's frame) inertial navigation systems. A gyro stabilized platform of the inertial system is Figure 4 . Earth Tangential Plane. ENU coordinate system intended to maintain a "reference" coordinate system, which compared with ECEF [17] .
is fixed relative to the stars. If the gyroscope has a low drift rate, the angular deflection of the platform from the inertial Real-world analysis is complicated by the scenario (i.e. coordinate system will remain small after a long time aircraft, sensor), hardware of choice (i.e. communications interval. That is, in the presence of disturbance torques about protocols), and the algorithms (i.e. latencies and processing the gyroscope precession axes, the gyro stabilized platform speed). The transformation equations would afford a line of will exhibit a small drift rate. sight (LOS) vector to the aimpoint; however the stochastic uncertainty from the aircraft position due to wind gusts and D. Antenna or Camera to Body Transformation the gimbal slew will cause an offset in the camera images.
The aircraft has a two axis gimbal that attempts to keep The goal is to determine the camera/antenna pointing angles the antenna or camera pointed at a target on the ground. and the corrections needed to control the gimbal to maintain Typical installation is depicted below in Figure 5 . We choose to apply simple trigonometric functions to The operational results included an aircraft, the design determine pan and tilt angles.
hardware and the embedded algorithm solution. The goal was to provide tracking accuracy for an aimpoint in Figure 8 . Pan-tilt offsets 3D over the aircraft flight. Figure 11 shows the aircraft position looking down the camera head as calculated by the Figure 9 presents the pan-tilt error versus time in 3D. Here IMU mounted on the rear of the sensor. The state position you can see the repeated bias offset of motion.
vector is sized to be the distance from the aircraft to the target. An ideal situation is when all the vectors align to a single point on the ground (lat, long, alt) with altitude 0. 
